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High power radiation from ionization fronts in a static electric field
in a waveguide

J. R. Hoffman,a) P. Muggli, R. Liou,b) M. Gundersen, J. Yampolsky, and T. Katsouleas
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089

C. Joshi and W. B. Mori
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~Received 27 March 2000; accepted for publication 12 April 2001!

The radiation produced when a relativistically moving plasma/gas boundary~i.e., an ionization
front! passes between alternatively biased capacitor electrodes is studied. Results of an experiment
based on a design which incorporates the capacitor electrodes into anX band waveguide are
presented. The waveguided design effectively couples nearly three orders of magnitude more power
into the output than the previously unguided designs. Linear theory is extended to include the
depletion of the laser energy as it propagates through the ionizable gas~i.e., laser depletion!, and the
effect of finite output pulse duration. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High power tunable sources of short-pulsed radiat
have many applications ranging from advanced ground p
etrating radar1 to characterization of layered dielectrics2 and
plasma reflectometry.3 Recent work on a technique for gen
erating short~subnanosecond! pulse radiation via ionization
fronts moving through a static electric field has yielded tu
able radiation pulses in the 6–90 GHz frequency regime4,5

These devices convert a static electric field from an alter
ing capacitor array into radiation when a laser is used
switch the medium between the plates from an insulating
to a conducting plasma. These so-called dc to ac radia
converters, or DARC sources, provide tunability via chan
ing the gas pressure and/or capacitor spacing, and coher
through the speed of the laser-created ionization front.

The power coupled out of these devices has been fa
modest, typically less than 100 mW per pulse. The limitat
on the output power is attributed primarily to two factor
large insertion losses, typically on the order of 30–40 d
and high voltage breakdown of the gas which places an
per limit on the size of the initial static electric field. In th
article, we present results of an experiment on a DA
source structure that overcomes these limitations by inco
rating a waveguide into the DARC source design, and
using a high voltage, short pulsewidth, low noise pulser
increase the applied static field. The combined effect of th
features is to raise the power coupled out of the device
three orders of magnitude. The results also suggest strate
for achieving higher powers in future DARC devices.

The organization of this article is as follows: in the ne
section, the theory behind the DARC source is briefly e
plained, followed by a discussion of a source which is cal
the pin structure. Section III details the experimental se
used to measure and excite the DARC signal. The exp

a!Electronic mail: jhoffman@physics.usc.edu
b!Present address: Hughes Aircraft Corporation, Torrance, CA.
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mental results are presented in Sec. IV, the results and s
theoretical extensions are discussed in Sec. V, and con
sions and prospects for scaling to even higher powers
described in Sec. VI.

II. THEORY

The mechanism of the dc to ac radiation conversion
ing ionization fronts is illustrated in Fig. 1. A laser puls
moving from right to left through an ionizable gas fille
region located between alternatively biased electrodes,
izes the gas as it propagates through, leaving a statio
plasma in its wake. The moving boundary separating
plasma and the gas is called a moving ‘‘ionization fron
This front shorts the field between the capacitor plates, c
ating a sequence of dipole-like radiation sources, precis
phased by the group velocity,v f , of the ionizing laser in the
working gas. If the spatial profile of the moving ionizatio
front is ‘‘sharp’’ compared with the spacing between pairs
capacitor plates,d, the frequency and the amplitude of th
expected output signal can be determined from the bound
conditions of an electrostatic wave of wave numberk0 ‘‘in-
cident’’ upon a moving ionization front.6 Continuity of phase
determines the frequency and wave numbers of the f
transmitted waves~one electromagnetic atv t , one magneto-
static atv f s50, and two plasma body modes at6vp) and
the one reflected wave atv r . The continuity conditions on
the electric and magnetic fields, as well as the currents,
termine the relative amplitudes of all of the waves. The e
pression for the frequency of the transmitted electromagn
wave is derived in the Appendix for the special case of
volume being bounded by conducting walls forming
waveguide7 and is equal to

v t5@12g2b2~211A11kp
2!#k0bc , ~1!

where
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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kp5
1

g2b2 Fb22
~vp

21vc
2!

v0
2 G ,

vp5(4pnee
2/me)

1/2 is the natural electron plasma fre
quency;ne is the plasma electron density;e is the electron
charge; me is the electron mass;vc5@( l 2p2)/(a2)
1(m2p2)/(b2)#1/2 is the waveguide cutoff frequency assum
ing ideally conducting walls;l and m are integers;a and b
are the transverse dimensions of the waveguide;b5(v f /c)
5@12(vp

2/v l
2)#1/2 is the relative speed of the ionizatio

front with respect to the speed of light,c; g5@12b2#21/2

5(v l /vp) is the Lorentz factor of the moving ionizatio
front; v l5(2pc/l l) is the laser angular frequency;l l is the
laser wavelength; andv05k0bc is the pseudofrequency o

FIG. 1. Schematic of the dc to ac radiation converter. A laser pulse pr
gates from right to left in an ionizable gas filled region between alternativ
biased capacitor electrodes leaving behind a plasma. The moving boun
between the plasma and the gas is called an ionization front. The spa
between the electrodes creating the electrostatic field is characterized b
lengthd.

FIG. 2. The intersection between the pin structure dispersion relationv2

5vc
21vp

21k2c2 ~solid line!, and the light curve,v5(k02k)c ~dashed
line!, gives the value of the upshifted output frequency,v t . The value of the
wave numbers for the other modes is also determined by the light curve
two plasma body modes and the free streaming mode intersection poin
shown. The reflected wave frequency and wave number are off scale.
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.48.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
the incident electrostatic radiation. For the condition of lar
frequency upshift, i.e.,gk0bc@vp , this expression reduce
to the simplified form8

v t>
k0bc

2
1

vp
21vc

2

2k0bc
. ~2!

A convenient way to visualize the output frequency a
wavenumber of the transmitted wave is to plot the dispers
relation for an electromagnetic wave in a plasma,v t

25vp
2

1vc
21kt

2c2, and find the intersection of this curve with th
light curve passing through zero frequency at wave num
k0 .6 The light curve is given byk0v f5ktv f1v t and follows
simply from continuity of phasek0z5ktz2v tt at z
52v f t, the position of the front. The magnetostatic a
Langmuir wave frequencies and wave numbers are also
dicated in the figure.

Once the output frequencyv t is known, the expected
pulse width of the output signal can be determined by
following simple formula:5

t>
2pN

v t

, ~3!

whereN is the number of cycles present in the initial ele
trostatic field.

The expected output power is proportional to the squ
of the transmitted electric field and inversely proportional
the pulse width. The magnitude of the transmitted elec
field is determined by solving a boundary value proble
with five equations and five unknowns. The details of th
analysis and the approximate solutions for the coefficie
can be found in Ref. 8. It is found that for large frequen
upshifts, the transmitted wave amplitude is approximat
equal to the incident wave amplitude. Thus, the magnitude
the output power is proportional to the square of the incid
~initial! electric field,5 and inversely proportional to the puls
width of the generated radiation. In terms of the experime
the initial electric field strength is controlled by the applie
voltage since the electrode vertical separation is held fixe
was found that using shorter pulse width pulsers, the app
voltage could be increased to67 kV.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
AND THE PIN STRUCTURE

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. A frequen
quadrupled Nd:yttrium–aluminum–garnet~YAG! laser (l l

5266 nm! is used to ionize a working gas consisting
TMAE at a pressure of 0.1–100 mT. The plasma density
a quadratic dependency on the laser intensity since TMA
ionized through a two photon process~ionization potential of
5.36 eV,9 UV photon energy is 4.6 eV! in this experiment. A
solid state high voltage~615 kV!, short pulse width@;80 ns
full width at half maximum~FWHM!# pulser is used to al-
ternatively bias an array of electrodes~either pins or plates!,
creating a static electric field. The generated radiation is
tected in the forward direction with microwave diodes usi
two Tektronix 7912AD oscilloscopes~500 MHz bandwidth!
which are triggered by a fast ET2000 photodiode~200 ps rise
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time!. The UV laser light entering the structure is monitor
by using a 8% beamsplitter to send the reflected light i
another photodiode~Thorlabs model 20V/579-7227!. The
applied voltage pulse is monitored using a Tektronix P61
high voltage probe~75 MHz bandwidth!. The UV measuring
photodiode and applied voltage signals are recorded usi
Tektronix 2440 digital oscilloscope~300 MHz bandwidth!.
The pressure is measured using a MKS capacitive man
eter~1 Torr max!, and the applied current is measured us
a Rogowski coil~10 V/A into 50 V!. Both these signals ar
recorded using a Tektronix 2430A digital oscilloscope~100
MHz bandwidth!.

In order to achieve higher output powers than before,
applied voltage, and thus the initial electrostatic field w
increased by using a pulser with a faster rise time. It w
found that the applied voltage at which breakdown in
DARC source structures occurred varied directly with t
applied voltage and inversely with the pulse width of t
applied voltage pulse. For example, breakdown in the
structure~to be described in the next paragraph! would occur
at 450 V dc, 6.5 kV with a 300 ns FWHM pulser, and 14 k
with this faster pulser. The high voltage pulser used in t
experiment was developed at USC. It can provide pulse
;80 ns FWHM and up to615 kV into a matched load o
2000V.

Previous DARC sources suffered from poor outp
power coupling. A common feature of those sources was
all of them were cut transversely to form a capacitor arr
thus negating any waveguiding characteristics of the cond

FIG. 3. Schematic plot of the experimental setup. A 1mm mode locked laser
is regeneratively amplified, and doubled twice to produce a laser puls
light with a wavelength of 266 nm, pulse width of 50 ps, and energy of
mJ. The laser then propagates into the pin structure through a UV win
and finally terminates in the wall of the waveguide elbow. A Teflon wind
is used after the elbow to hold the vacuum inside the structure, but al
the generated microwaves to pass through to the microwave diodes.
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.48.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tor geometries. Therefore, to achieve higher output power
restriction on future DARC sources is to not have transve
cuts in the waveguide walls. This restriction and the requ
ment to insert a capacitor array into the waveguide prove
be relatively simple to overcome. The realization of one co
cept is shown in Fig. 4. A diagram, and a picture of a wav
guide in which stainless steel pins with dielectric collars a
inserted into holes drilled into theE plane of the waveguide
is shown. This structure is referred to as the pin structure
consists of 12 pairs of pins or rods inserted as shown in
standardX-band waveguide. These pins are alternatively
ased to produce a static waveform, similar to the one sho
in Fig. 1. The transmission properties of the pin structu
were tested using an HP 8720 network analyzer~1–20 GHz!
and compared to a standard, nonperforated waveguide~Fig.
5!. Except for periodic band gaps starting at 14.6 GHz,
transverse properties of the pin structure are indistingu
able from those of a plain waveguide. The periodic st
bands occur when the half-wavelength in the guide matc
the pin spacingd, or at vstop band5A(mp/d)1( lp/a) for a
TEl0 mode. By properly choosing the pin spacing, the pe
odic stop bands can be designed to fall outside of the no
nal frequency range of the waveguide. Another considera
for the choice of the pin spacing is the desired frequen
range of interest. If ‘‘d’’ is chosen too small, not only will the
stop bands be well outside of the waveguide band, but
frequency tunability of the output will become very sensiti
to the plasma density~i.e., for small changes in gas pressu
and/or laser intensity, large output frequency changes
occur!. This can lead to having other modes beside the f
damental TE1,0 being present in the output, which is undes
able for many applications. For the example investiga
here, the vertical pin spacing ‘‘C’’ was constrained by the
waveguide dimensions to be 1.016 cm, and the horizontal
spacingd, was chosen to be 1.1345 cm, making the ba
gaps fall outside of theX band ~i.e., the TE1,0 mode, 8.2–

of
0
w

s

FIG. 4. ~a! Diagram of the pin structure geometry. The waveguide cro
sectional dimensions area52.286 cm andb51.016 cm. The pins are sepa
rated vertically by a distanceC50.635 cm and spaced longitudinally by
distanced51.1345 cm.~b! Picture of the preassembled pin structure. Al
shown is one of the custom made waveguide vacuum sections whic
lowed the experiment to do without an external vacuum chamber.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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12.4 GHz!, with the first stop band at (m5 l 51) 14.6 GHz.
The wave number@k05(p/d)# of the initial electrostatic

field could be varied by either alternatively biasing conse
tive pin pairs or skipping pin pairs. Skipping pin pairs al
has the effect of changing the number of cycles present in
output pulse, and thus reducing the pulsewidth@see Eq.~3!#.
In the experiment, the first pair of pins in the direction
laser propagation were left unbiased to avoid a prema
breakdown due to photoelectric electrons ejected from
conductors. This means for the case where every pin
was biased~the d51.1345 cm case!, 5.5 cycles are in the
pulse, and for the case where every other pin pair was bia
~the d52.269 cm case!, 3 cycles. Therefore, using Eq.~3!
for the d51.1345 cm case and given the desired output
quency range of 8.2–12.4 GHz, the predicted output pu
widths are between 458 and 688 ps. The dependency o
output frequency on the plasma density for these two cho
of d is shown in Fig. 13 in the Appendix.

IV. RESULTS

A sample oscillogram of the microwave diode signal
well as a laser pulse fiducial from the fast photodiode
shown in Fig. 6. The instrument limited pulse width, as me
sured from the figure is approximately 2.9 ns, from which
is inferred that the peak power is actually;5 times higher
than that determined from the calibrated peak microw
diode signal.

The power produced by the pin structure was measu
using a calibrated microwave diode and a variable attenu
~0–20 dB!. The variable attenuator was used to keep
power reaching the microwave diode below its saturat
level of ;100 mW. Figure 7 shows that the power has
quadratic dependency on the applied voltage as predicte
theory.5

For this set of data, a power level of;25 W was
achieved with an applied voltage of 3 kV. A factor of
attributed to the instrument response time has been inclu

FIG. 5. Cold test of the pin structure with Teflon window~black line! com-
pared to the response of a normalX-band waveguide~gray line!. The verti-
cal arrow shows the first stop band at 14.6 GHz due to insertion of the p
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.48.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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in this plot. The output power of the pin structure seemed
saturate after 3 kV when using the fast pulser, but previ
results using a pulser with a slower rise time to apply;7 kV,
showed power levels of up to 100 W.10 The cause for this
apparent saturation is not currently understood, but obse
tion of the inrush currents seems to indicate that the pulse
current limited to 15 amps whereas the slower pulser is n

The frequency dependence of the signal on plasma d
sity is determined by varying the TMAE gas pressure a
using waveguides with different cutoff frequencies. Ref
ring to Fig. 3, one branch of the 3 dB coupler was connec
to a normalX-band waveguide in order to monitor the sho

s.

FIG. 6. Oscillogram of the output signal measured by the microwave di
from the pin structure. The first positive peak is the larger pulse sig
measured by the fast photodiode. The second negative peak is the s
measured by the microwave diode. There is;27 ns delay line between the
fiducial and the microwave diode signal. The microwave diode signal
attenuated by 5 dB, the applied voltage was62 kV, the TMAE pressure was
8 mT, and the pin spacing was 1.1345 cm.

FIG. 7. Power measured as a function of the applied voltage across the
A least squared fit~solid line! to the experimental data shows a quadra
dependency of the output power on the applied voltage as predicte
theory. The quadratic coefficient is 2.2117 W/kV2. A factor of 5 due to pulse
width considerations has been included in the plot. The pressure was 14
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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to-shot amplitude variations, whereas the other branch
attached to different transition sections.

Figure 8 shows the signals measured withKu ~cutoff
frequency,f c59.5 GHz! andK ( f c514.1 GHz! band transi-
tion sections normalized to theX-band reference amplitud
on each shot and scaled to unity. Also shown is theX-band
reference signal normalized to its maximum value. T
spread in the data is due to amplitude variations in the la
energy, pressure drift and trigger timing jitter of the puls
The experimental data was filtered such that for each s
the applied voltage, the pressure and the UV laser en
varied by less than65% from their nominal values. The
trend of increasing output frequency with increasing press
expected from the theory@Eq. ~2!# is apparent from the raw
data shown in Fig. 8 and the cutoff frequency versus on
pressure curve in Fig. 9. For Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, the onset
pressure is taken to be the pressure at which the signa
Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, reach half maximum, respectively. Figu
9 summarizes the dependence of the output signal frequ
on pressure, and also shows the dependence of the o
frequency on the pin horizontal spacingd. The two cases
shown are for pin spacingsd51.1345 cm andd52.269 cm.

FIG. 8. Plot of the normalized microwave diode signal amplitude vs p
sure of TMAE gas. The hollow squares are signal amplitudes meas
using anX-band transition section. The filled circles are measured wit
Ku-band transition section and the open circles are those measured w
K-band section. The solid curves are derived from the theoretical mod
Sec. V.~a! Pin spacingd51.1345 cm.~b! Pin spacingd52.269 cm. From
Sec. V, it is inferred that the half maximum point of each curve correspo
to the waveguide cutoff frequency or signal onset.

FIG. 9. Plot of the theoretical and experimental onset frequency meas
ments~half maximum point from Fig. 8! vs pressure for two different pin
spacings. The linear theory~solid line! and the experimental data~dashed
line, filled circles! diverge at higher pressures. Extending the linear the
with the laser depletion model~dot dashed line, see Sec. V! gives good
agreement even at higher pressures.~a! Pin spacingd51.1345 cm.~b! Pin
spacingd52.269 cm. Notice that the onset pressure change as a functio
pin spacing. If the output signal were due tovp radiation, changing the pin
spacing should not change the pressure at which the onset frequen
measured.
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.48.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Quantitative comparison of the experimental results to
theory requires modification of the model of Sec. II to i
clude factors that are present in the experiment such as
depletion and finite pulse width effects. These will be d
scribed in the next section although the results of these m
fications are shown in Fig. 9.

V. DISCUSSION

A quantitative comparison between the experimental
sults and theory requires modification of the simple mode
include two important effects present in the experiment:~i!
laser depletion~i.e., where the laser loses a significa
amount of its energy as it propagates through the ioniza
TMAE gas!, and~ii ! finite pulse width effects~i.e., where the
output pulse is not a delta function, but has a finite pu
width!.

Laser depletion is assumed to be the reason behind
deviation of the experimental results~dashed line! from the
linear model~solid line! shown in Fig. 9. To determine i
laser depletion was occurring, the pin structure vacuum c
figuration was changed such that the transmitted laser en
could be measured as a function of TMAE pressure. T
laser depletion experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10. T
configuration fixed the lengthL of the ionized volume be-
tween the two windows to be 32 cm. The UV energy w
measured at the far side of the pin structure through a
glass filter~UG5!. The results of this measurement, presen
in Fig. 11~a!, show that a decaying exponential~solid line!,
with an absorption constantk50.03 mT21, is a good fit to
the data. Assuming a spatial exponential decay of the pla
density, and given the lengthL of the volume of ionized gas
the decay constant,s5(kP0 /L), as a function of TMAE
pressureP0 can be determined as shown in Fig. 11~b!. The
value of s determined this way compares well with th
single ionization decay length of TMAE measured by Sh
et al.11 They measured a decay length (1/s) of 35 cm at 60
mT. For the same pressure, the earlier equation yields 16
for the two photon process used here. This seems to im
that for our intensity~;2 GW/cm2!, the total photoionization
cross section for two photon and single photon ionization
the same. Figure 11~b! depicts the density decay for tw

-
ed
a

a
of

s

re-

y

of

is

FIG. 10. The depletion of the laser energy was measured by replacing
waveguide elbow and Teflon window after the pin structure with a qua
window. To remove any stray green light, and avoid clipping inside of
pin structure, the UV light was conditioned by passing it through an
podizer and a UV glass~UG5! filter. With no TMAE present in the structure
the total UV energy measured by the radiometer was;3 mJ. The total
length of the ionized volume from the entry window was 30 cm.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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different pressures. At higher pressures, the density grad
is steeper than at lower pressures as would be expected

A simple model to incorporate the effect of laser dep
tion into the theory has been developed and is based on
fact that each static field cycle produces one radiation cy
The frequency of that cycle is assumed to be given by
idealized theory@Eq. ~2!# at the plasma density of the loca
tion of the pin pair that generated it with an amplitude
unity. The peak value of plasma density,ne in Fig. 11~b! is
obtained from the pressureP, and the linear relationshipne

5aP/kT, with a50.0045. This value ofa is a fit to the first
~i.e., lowest pressure! data point in Fig. 9 using Eq.~2!
~where laser depletion is expected to be the least!. The fre-
quency of the pulse train is then estimated by averaging o
the half cycles, i.e., v5((n51

11 En
2vndtn)/

((n51
11 En

2dtn), where dtn is the duration of a half cycle
(p/vn). Figure 9 shows that the modified model~dot-dashed
line! is in qualitative agreement with the experimental d
~dashed line, large circles! and that the output frequency at
given pressure depends on the pin spacing. This depend
on the pin spacing confirms that the radiation observed
produced through the DARC effect and is not radiation fro
the plasma atvp . We comment that an additional effect o
the onset frequency that is not included in the simple mo
is the effect of the pins on the waveguide dispersion relat
However, this is non-negligible only at the highest frequen
in our data set~i.e., 14.1 GHz near the 14.6 GHz stop ban!,
and is not treated here. We expect this to further lower
theory curve in Fig. 9.

The second effect not incorporated in the simple mo
of Sec. II is that due to the finite pulse length of the produc
radiation. The effect of the short pulse length is to broad
the frequency content of the output pulse which would
plain the slow rise of the signal strength seen in the cu
waveguide measurements~Fig. 8!. This is quantitatively in-
corporated into the linear model as follows: the produc
output signal is chirped via laser depletion as described
the last paragraph. The exponential decay in the plasma
sity along the pins always results in the generation of a ne
tively chirped radiation pulse. A fast Fourier transform
this chirped pulse@Fig. 12~a!# is taken and the resulting fre
quency spectrum is approximated by a Gaussian fit with
ther a constant FWHM, or a variable FWHM which depen
on the average frequency as predicted by Eq.~3! @Fig. 12~b!#.
Modeling the cutoff waveguide as a step function12 at fre-

FIG. 11. ~a! Measured UV energy passing through the pin structure a
function of TMAE pressure. The decay of the UV is well described by
exponential with a decay constant of 0.03 mJ/mT.~b! The plasma density vs
distance along the pin structure assuming an exponential fit for two diffe
pressures: 11.3 mT~dashed line!, and 3.5 mT~solid line!.
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quencyvc @see Fig. 12~b!#, the result of the cutoff wave-
guide measurement is the product of these two function
frequency space@Fig. 12~c!#. By squaring and integrating
this product in frequency space, a value is obtained whic
proportional to the energy detected after the cutoff wa
guide at each pressure. This ‘‘energy’’ is plotted in Fig. 12~d!
as a function of average frequency@which is related to the
pressure in the experiment through Eq.~1!# for three differ-
ent assumed pulse widths and shows that the effect of sh
pulses~i.e., higher output frequency content! is to reduce the
slope of the onset plot of the signal. This model furth
shows that the appropriate value of the pressure at which
output signal is the same as the cutoff waveguide freque
is at the 50% maximum amplitude point on the onset sig
plot ~Fig. 8!. An immediate prediction of this model is tha
the slope of the onset of the signal should be less us
higher frequency cutoff waveguides than lower ones. T
results~solid lines! of this model were plotted along with th
experimental data in Fig. 8. The agreement between
model and the data is suggestive that short pulse length is
dominant effect in the broadening of the onset of the sig
on a particular cutoff waveguide measurement. Unfor
nately, a broad frequency spectrum does not necessarily
ply a short pulse. The strongest statement that can be ma
that the measured frequency spectrum is broad enoug
support a short pulse, and the output pulse is faster than
microwave diode can resolve. A comparison between the
perimentally inferred and the theoretical pulsewidth calcu
tions from Eq.~3! are presented in Table I. Two different fi
methods to the experimental data in Fig. 8 were used.

a

nt

FIG. 12. ~a! Fast Fourier transform of a chirped pulse which has an aver
frequency of 7 GHz,~b! a Gaussian approximation~solid line! for the fre-
quency spectrum of the chirped pulse in part a, and the model represen
~dashed line! of the cutoff waveguide behavior in frequency space, and~c!
the product, in frequency space, of the cutoff waveguide and three diffe
Gaussian signals of constant pulse width. The areas under each cur
0.0023, 0.24, and 0.921, respectively,~d! the integral of the square of the
frequency domain curves~i.e., the energy! for different pulse widths. The
shortest pulse width, 1 ns, has the smallest slope~dashed line!, while the
longest pulse width, 4 ns, has the steepest slope~solid line!. Notice that
regardless of the pulse width, all of the curves cross at the same place
value of the cutoff waveguide and at their half maximum values.
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first method was to use a constant pulse width and vary
center frequency of the spectrum using the weighted ave
method described earlier for laser depletion. The sec
method was to again vary the center frequency,vcenter, and
vary the pulse width via the following formula:t
5(N0 /vcenter), wheret is the pulse width,N0 is a fit param-
eter. Also shown in Table I are the percent differences
tween the experimental fits and the theoretical predicti
The experimental values all fall within646% of theory, and
the average error for the constant pulse width mode
616.2%, while that for the variable model is615.7%.

An estimate of the experimental error for this experime
can be derived as follows: a65% in laser intensity produce
a 610% error in the plasma density~two photon ionization
process!; a 65% error in the applied voltage measureme
produces a65% error in signal amplitude,8 but this implies a
610% error in the microwave diode output signal~since the
diode signal is proportional to the field energy!; and a65%
error in the pressure measurement again implies a610%
error in the plasma density. Assuming these errors are in
pendent, taking the root sum square of the errors gives
error for the experimental pulse width values of617%. The
experiment and theory, at least on average, agree fairly
with each other considering the frequency response of
microwave diode at higher frequencies~i.e., outside of theX
band!, and possible multiple waveguide modes being exci
which could lead to a modification of the frequency spec
have not been included.

VI. CONCLUSION

The work presented here has demonstrated four asp
of DARC with ionization fronts. First, the viability of a
waveguided DARC source for overcoming the inserti
losses of the previous geometry’s. Second, a 80 ns p
width voltage pulser was shown to increase the breakdo
standoff voltages by a factor of 17 over dc bias, and a fac
of 2 over 300 ns pulses. Third, the importance of laser de
tion in limiting the frequency upshift conversion was qua

TABLE I. Table of experimentally inferred and theoretically calculat
pulse widths for two different pin spacings,d. Two different models were
used to fit the experimental data:~i! a constant pulse width model in whic
the pulse width is assumed to be constant as a function of increasing
sure, and~ii ! a variable pulse width model in which the pulse width
changing as a function of pressure via the laser depletion model and Eq~3!.
Also shown is the percent difference between the experimentally infe
pulse widths and the pulse width predicted by linear theory. The ave
error is 16%.

Pin spacing
d51.1345 cm

Pin spacing
d52.269 cm

X band Ku band K band X band Ku band K band

Linear
theory

846 ps 579 ps 390 ps 462 ps 316 ps 213

Constant
pulse width

740 ps 633 ps 210 ps 478 ps 243 ps 219

~% diff! ~12.5%! ~29.3%! ~46.2%! ~23.5%! ~23.1%! ~22.7%!
Variable
pulse width

846 ps 661 ps 379 ps 522 ps 225 ps 138

~% diff! ~0.%! ~214.2%! ~2.8%! ~213%! ~28.8%! ~35.2%!
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tified, and fourth, finite pulse width effects are responsi
for the rather slow rise in amplitude of the onset of the sig
versus pressure/plasma frequency as compared to the w
guide cutoff frequency spectrum~step function profile!.

Based on these results, major improvements are poss
on two fronts. The use of higher intensity lasers and ev
shorter pulse width pulsers would significantly increase
frequency and amplitude of the output, respectively. For
ample, to make aW-band~70–110 GHz! structure, the fol-
lowing two options should hold the most promise.

~i! Direct scaling of the dimensions of theX-band struc-
ture toW band would require the pin spacingd to be in the
range between 1.27 and 2.54 mm, the pin diameter would
reduced to 0.1 mm, the laser pulse width would have to
decreased in order to maintain an ionization front len
comparable to the dimensions of theW band waveguide, the
pins would probably need a dielectric coating to increase
standoff voltage~although, this would require changing th
polarity from shot to shot to prevent charge buildup on t
dielectric!, and the laser would need to be able to produ
densities between 631013 and 1.531014 cm23.

~ii ! Use the currentX-band structure, but run it over
moded. This would require densities on the order of
31013 cm23 and to ensure spatial uniformity of the plasm
density, the intensity of the laser should be increased b
factor of 3 or more.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF MODE FREQUENCIES
AND WAVE NUMBERS

The various modes excited in and by the moving ioniz
tion front can be derived directly from Maxwell’s equation
the continuity equation, and the conservation of moment
equation, but if one is interested only in the frequencies a
wave numbers of the various modes, a much simpler
proach is possible.13,14 By assuming an infinitely sharp ion
ization front, the phase of the various modes must matc
the moving boundary. In mathematical terms, the phase
the six modes are defined as follows, assuming the ioniza
front is moving from1z to 2z with a velocityv f , and the
incident wave is moving from2z to 1z:

Incident wave: f i5kiz2v i t, ~A1!

Reflected wave:f r52krz2v r t, ~A2!

Transmitted wave:f t5ktz2v tt, ~A3!

Free streaming mode:fs5ksz, ~A4!

Body mode 1: f15k1z2v1t, ~A5!

Body mode 2: f25k2z2v2t. ~A6!
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Continuity of phase at the moving front boundary,z52v f t
implies that

2~kiv f1v i !5~krv f2v r !

52~ktv f1v t!52ksv f ~A7!

52~k1v f1v1!52~k2v f1v2!,

and with the dispersion relationships

DARC source condition:v i50, ~A8!

EM wave in vacuum:v r5krc, ~A9!

EM wave in a plasma filled waveguide:v t
25kt

2c2

1vp
21vc

2, ~A10!

Langmuir wave: v151vp , ~A11!

Langmuir wave: v252vp . ~A12!

The dispersion relations and the continuity of phase mak
complete set, thus allowing us to solve for the frequenc
and wave numbers.

Reflected wave:2kiv f5krv f2v r , with Eq.~A9!, gives

v r5
kiv f

12b
5kicb~11b!g2, ~A13!

and

kr5
kib

12b
, ~A14!

Body mode 1: 2kiv f52k1v f2vp ,
~A15!

k15ki2
vp

bc
,

Body mode 2: 2kiv f52k2v f1vp ,
~A16!

k15ki1
vp

bc
,

Transmitted wave:2kiv f52ktv f2v t ,
~A17!

v t5~ki2kt!v f .

Substituting Eq.~A10! for v t into Eq. ~A17! gives

kt5b2g2ki~216A11kp
2!, ~A18!

where

2kp
25

~vp
21vc

22ki
2v f

2!

b4g2ki
2c2

.

The physical solution is the root which makeskt positive,
therefore we take the plus sign in Eq.~A18!. The upshifted
transmitted frequency is obtained by using the appropr
expression forkt , and is given by

v t5~ki2kt!v f5@12g2b2~211A11kp
2!#kibc .

~A19!

If kp
2!1, then the square root term can be expanded to g

an approximate expression forv t
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.48.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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v t>H 12g2b2F211S 11
kp

2

2
D G J kibc,

v t>
kibc

2
1

~vp
21vc

2!

2b2ki
2c2

. ~A20!

Evaluating the parameters of our experiment give the follo
ing value forkp

2, assuming a density of 1012 cm23

b5A12
vp

2

v l
2
51210210,

g5
1

A12b2
5125 313,

vc52p6.5 GHz,

ki5
p

2.269 cm
51.38 cm21

gives

kp
251.16e210.

With this value ofkp , the approximation of Eq.~A20! is
adequate for most cases. Equation~A19! is plotted in Fig. 13
for the two different pin spacings,d used in the experiment
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